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traditions and cross-cultural communication of themes and images. While not organized by location or approach, topics broadly germane to the issue of copies, such as
perceived cultural and actual monetary values of copies; taste and patronage; identiﬁcation of copies and the use of models; and concepts of authenticity, run as strong thematic currents throughout the text. Additionally, some artists, such as Titian, van Eyck,
and Raphael, are referenced in multiple essays due to their popularity, mobility, or technical practice, lending cohesion to the volume.
There are moments of wonderful resonance and indirect conversation between the
essays which allow the reader to build connections considered, but not constructed for
them, by the editor. This is exempliﬁed by the discussion of devotional images by
Caterina Virdis Limentani and Carmen Morte García, who address the topic in
Aragon, and Catheline Périer-D’Ieteren, whose essay focuses on images of Virgin and
Child in the Netherlands. Barbara von Barghahn addresses cross-cultural quotation and
understanding a lost original through copies in her discussion of van Eyck’s Arnolﬁni
Portrait and Woman and Her Toilette, while the question of loss also appears in Leslie
Blacksburg’s discussion of ephemeral copies and trans-media variants of van Eyck’s
Ghent Altarpiece. Angela Ho explores the economy of artists’ copies of their own work
in the Dutch market, while Irene Brooke examines Italian artist Giulio Campagnola’s
copies after other artists. Encarna Montero Tortajada touches on both these discussions
in her analysis of artists in eastern Spain contracted not only to copy their own work and
works by fellow artists but also to complete unﬁnished projects begun by others.
The collected essays will be of interest to early modernists in a broad range of disciplines but may be of particular interest to those interested in the art market and crosscultural studies.
Theresa Kutasz Christensen, Independent Curator and Scholar
doi:10.1017/rqx.2020.244

Lotteries, Art Markets, and Visual Culture in the Low Countries, 15th–17th
Centuries. Sophie Raux.
Studies in the History of Collecting and Art Markets 4. Leiden: Brill, 2018. xx +
370 pp. $159.
In the seventeenth-century Low Countries, lotteries became an important outlet for the
trade in objects of material culture. In no other European country did the lottery system, or rather the lottery passion, have such strange consequences as in the Netherlands.
The lotteries were held either at the state, municipal, or local level and were organized to
fund charitable undertakings such as building orphanages and old people’s homes.
Buying a lottery ticket allowed people to combine pleasure with altruism, since their
desire to win was tempered with the knowledge that they were supporting charitable
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causes. The large prizes that were offered, whether porcelain, mirrors, paintings, or cash,
unleashed a real lottery mania, which can be compared to the speculation that took
place in tulip bulbs. Entrepreneurs who organized itinerant lotteries in the Southern
Netherlands and in the Dutch Republic fostered this passion. Among them we ﬁnd
traders, but also artisans and painters such as Dirk Hals, Frans Pietersz de Grebber,
and Jan Miense Molenaer.
People bought a lot of tickets in order to increase their chances of winning and paid
not only in cash but also in valuables. In this way the lottery system gradually became
independent and turned into a proﬁtable business for those running it. Painters and art
dealers also used this lucrative opportunity to display their work and stocks of pictures
proﬁtably before the general public. That is why lotteries have found attention by historians, art historians, and economists studying the Dutch art market.
Despite various smaller studies, Sophie Raux’s book provides the ﬁrst fundamental
monograph that examines the history of lotteries and the art markets in the Southern
Netherlands and the Dutch Republic. She shows that the lotteries emerged in the context of the expanding art market in the Dutch Golden Age. Painters produced paintings
for an anonymous market and wanted to sell their works to the public, experimenting
with new market strategies and new distribution channels. To make the public aware of
the new offer, entrepreneurs had to publicize the lotteries, using the new print media to
produce lottery posters and booklets.
It is to the merit of Sophie Raux to have for the ﬁrst time thoroughly explored the
role of print in structuring the art world. She shows that for the dealers who organized
successful lotteries, posters and booklets were crucial promotional tools and to an extent
predecessors of the later art auction catalogue. Thus, these media had an impact on the
new material and commercial culture of the Dutch Republic. In the eighteenth century
the character of the lottery changed all over Europe. They became a ﬁnancial tool at the
service of the states, while charity and private lotteries lost signiﬁcance and especially the
visibility they had had in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
This well-written and lavishly illustrated book is a must read for art historians and
historians working on the early modern Low Countries.
Michael North, Universität Greifswald
doi:10.1017/rqx.2020.245

The Image of the City in Early Netherlandish Painting (1400–1500).
Jelle De Rock.
Studies in European Urban History 44. Turnhout: Brepols, 2019. 356 pp. €94.
In this ﬁne addition to Brepols’s Studies in European Urban History, Jelle De Rock
follows through on his promise to inform us “about how the city was perceived by
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